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Abstract. Phase behaviour as well as phase transitions of 4 -pentyl-4-biphenylcarbonitrile (5CB) liquid crystal (LC)
confined in an amorphous polymer matrix of electrospun nanofibres were investigated. The nanofibres were fabricated
from simple monoaxial electrospinning using 5CB/polymer mixtures as well as coaxial electrospinning, where the polymer
solution and neat 5CB constituted the shell- and core-forming fluids, respectively. The 5CB was found to be miscible
with polystyrene (PS) and poly(4-vinyl pyridine) (P4VP). This was evident from the sharp drop in the glass transition
temperature (Tg ) of PS and P4VP in their mixtures with 5CB. Hence, the phase transitions of 5CB were completely
suppressed in its mixture with PS and P4VP in electrospun nanofibres as ascertained from DSC and polarized optical
microscopy measurements. However, the electrospun nanofibres composed of poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP) and 5CB
showed phase-separated morphology. The phase-separated morphology was unambiguously characterized using SEM and
TEM measurements. Furthermore, the phase separation resulted in 5CB exhibiting its liquid crystalline characteristics.
However, the radial constraint of the nanofibres led to the formation of small-sized 5CB domains with limited spatial
connectivity, which resulted in deviation from the known phase-transition characteristics of 5CB. It was also observed that
the inherent orientation of the nanofibres favours the nematic to crystalline transition in the blend nanofibres. The present
study gives new insight and understanding about phase behaviour of LC in electrospun polymer fibre and has technological
relevance for the design of LC-based flexible fibrous components with tunable optical, thermal and dielectric properties.
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1. Introduction
Liquid crystals (LCs) are unique materials, which combine
properties, such as long-range order of solid crystals with
mobility and flexibility of liquid phase. These materials have
received interest due to their unique optical properties, which
are sensitive to external stimuli, such as temperature, electrical or shear force, magnetism, etc. [1]. Among LCs, one
of the most widely used is the thermotropic LC. These LCs
exhibit several phase transitions within a narrow temperature range. The different phases and physical properties of
LC are anisotropic in nature and is governed by molecular interactions and orientation [2–6]. Hence, precise control
over LC’s molecular orientation is the most important process parameter for its end use. In many of the applications,
LC is used by encapsulating it on a microscopic to nanometre scale domains in a host matrix. Hence, understanding
the LC behaviour in such confining geometry is very much
relevant from academic as well as application aspects [7].
Few attempts have been made in the past to investigate the
phase transition behaviour of LCs in confined geometry.
Steinhart et al [8] studied the behaviour of 2-adamantanoyl3,6,7,10,11-penta(1-butoxy)triphenylene (Ada-PBT) LC into
self-assembled anodized alumina oxide (AAO) membrane.
0123456789().: V,-vol

They found that not only confined geometry, but also the
interaction between the LC and inner pore wall of AAO membrane controls the phase behaviour of LC. Surface anchoring
as well as surface-induced density modulation were found
to impact the phase transition of LC. Grigoriadis et al [9]
tried to quantify the effect of pore diameter on phase transition of LC. They reported that both nematic to isotropic as
well as crystalline to nematic transition temperatures steadily
decline with pore diameter. Moreover, they found that when
pore diameters were <35 nm, the crystalline phase transition
was completely suppressed. However, AAO membrane is a
rigid material and many of the modern technologies demand
flexible encapsulation of LC, which broaden its application
in a more dynamic way. In such encapsulation, the influence
of elasticity of the material as well as its interaction with LC
needs to be investigated [10].
Polymeric materials could be a good and flexible host
for LC encapsulation with several potential applications. In
the past, several studies have focussed on the morphology
and phase transition behaviour of polymer/LC mixtures also
known as polymer-dispersed liquid crystals (PDLC). Kim
and co-workers [11] and Hori et al [12] showed that the
phase behaviour of LC mixed with polymer, depended on
the miscibility between them as well as temperature. In case
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of polymer dominating the blend composition, it was found
that irrespective of temperature, homogeneous miscible mixture was formed, whereas in case of LC dominating blend
composition, upper critical solution temperature (UCST) type
behaviour was observed. In this case, after phase separation,
the polymer formed a continuous phase in which LC was dispersed as small domains. The phase behaviour of LC was
found to depend on the domain size and interaction with the
polymer interphase [13–19].
Recently, electrospinning has received lot of interest since
it allows for the production of nanofibres in a relatively easy
and scalable way. It also allows for the processing of LCs
dispersed in a polymer matrix, such that fibrous materials
incorporating the properties of LC could be easily fabricated. Such fibrous material with encapsulated LC potentially
could find application in wearable and flexible smart textiles.
However, since the domains formed by the LC in electrospun nanofibres are likely to be very small, because of the
constraint imposed by the limited radial cross-section of the
fibres, understanding the phase transition behaviour of them
in these confined geometries is crucial. In the past, some
studies has been done in this direction [10,20–27]. Enz et al
[28] reported on the phase transition of LCs incorporated as
core material in core–shell nanofibres fabricated using coaxial electrospinning. They found that the continuity of the LC
core totally depends on core as well as shell flow rate. Depending on the core continuity, LC was found to show complex
phase behaviour and molecular orientation in such fibrous
materials. Bertocchi et al [10] also investigated LCs confined
as core material in core–shell electrospun nanofibres. They
found that interaction with sheath material induces a molecular alignment in the LC core. Moreover, the phase behaviour
of the LC core was reversible and temperature-sensitive under
such confinement.
Herein, we report on the phase behaviour of a commercially available LC, 4 -pentyl-4-biphenylcarbonitrile (5CB),
confined in electrospun polymer nanofibres. The study has
been carried out both on the PDLC, as well as core–shell type
electrospun polymer/LC nanofibres. It will be shown that the
phase transition behaviour of the LC significantly depends on
its interaction with the polymer matrix as well as the degree
of confinement and fibre orientation.

2. Experimental
2.1 Materials
LC 5CB, 98% (I ↔ N: 35◦ C, N ↔ C: 18◦ C), polystyrene
(PS) with Mw ~ 1,92,000, poly(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP)
with Mw ~ 1,60,000 and poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) with
Mw ~ 13,00,000 were procured from Sigma-Aldrich. All
the reagent grade solvents i.e. dimethylformamide (99%),
ethanol (99%) and cyclohexane (99%) were also procured
from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received.
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2.2 Electrospinning
Electrospinning was done in an E-Spin Nano machine.
The samples were prepared by co-dissolving the polymer
(PS/P4VP/PVP) and LC in the pre-defined ratio in dimethylformamide (DMF) at a spinnable concentration discussed
later. The solution was continuously stirred at least for 48
h to get a homogeneous solution. In the case of coaxial electrospinning, the neat PVP dissolved in DMF, was used as the
shell solution, whereas the LC was used in neat state as core
solution.
2.3 Characterization
For morphology study, polarized light optical microscope
(PLOM) (LEICA DM 2500P) equipped with a METTLER
FP82HT hot stage system was used to capture the images. The
surface morphology of the fibre was studied by ZEISS EVO
50 scanning electron microscope (SEM). The SEM was also
used to study the blend morphology after selectively washing out the LC from the fibre. The samples were coated with
a thin layer of gold to prevent the charge accumulation during imaging. The thermal transitions were studied using TA
Q 2000 differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) instrument.
All DSC data presented here were recorded after isothermally
treating the sample at 50◦ C for 5 min to delete the thermal
history. In the case of non-isothermal study, the temperature
range was set from 50 to −60◦ C with cooling rate of 5◦ C
min−1 and heating rate of 10◦ C min−1 . Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) was performed using a JEOL JEM-1400
TEM at an accelerating rate of 200 kV. Specimens for TEM
imaging were prepared on the carbon-coated copper grid during electrospinning as well as after cutting the sample (fixed
in epoxy) in an ultramicrotome.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Phase behaviour of bulk 5CB LC
The DSC cooling and subsequent heating cycle of neat 5CB
is shown in figure 1a along with transitional morphology,
obtained via polarized optical microscopy, at respective temperatures in figure 1b. In the cooling cycle, a sharp isotropic to
nematic (I–N) transition was observed at 34◦ C and followed
by N state conversion into crystalline state C (N–C transition)
at a lower temperature of −25◦ C. During re-heating cycle, a
cold crystallization (C–C transition) was observed at −22◦ C.
Similar phase transition temperatures for 5CB has also been
reported by others [29,30]. The origin of the cold crystallization peak was not clear. However, it plausibly was due to slow
crystallization during cooling cycle, such that a large fraction of the LC crystallized during the heating scan. Then, the
crystalline state C converted into N phase (C–N transition).
Interestingly, the conversion of C phase to N was marked by
three endothermic peaks, which may be corresponding with
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Figure 1. Phase transition behaviour of 5CB LC: (a) DSC heating and cooling plots and (b) PLOM study.

the conversion of C crystal with different molecular packings into N phase [31–33]. The nematic to isotropic transition
subsequently occurred at 34◦ C.
The 5CB LC was blended with three different polymers i.e.
PS, P4VP and PVP. As will be shown later, the 5CB formed
miscible blend with PS and P4VP, whereas it showed phase
separated morphology with PVP. Hence, in the following sections, we first discuss the morphology and phase transition of
LC in its blend with PS and P4VP and later the PVP/LC mixture will be discussed in detail.

3.2 Morphology and phase transition in electrospun
PS/5CB and P4VP/5CB blend nanofibres
3.2a Electrospinning: Electrospinning of the polymer/LC
mixtures was carried out at optimized conditions to obtain

beadfree uniform nanofibres. Table 1 summarizes the optimized condition for electrospinning of PS/5CB and
P4VP/5CB blend to obtain beadfree fibres.
Figure 2 shows the surface morphology of electrospun
nanofibres observed using SEM. It can be clearly observed
that beadfree and relatively uniform nanofibres were obtained
at the optimized electrospinning conditions. The nanofibre
diameter was found to be around 1.4 µm in case of PS/5CB
mixture, whereas the P4VP/5CB nanofibres had an average
diameter of around 400 nm. The difference in diameter was
mainly due to the different concentrations required for electrospinning the two solutions.
3.2b Phase transition of LC in electrospun fibres obtained
from PS/LC and P4VP/LC blends: Figure 3 shows the
DSC heating and cooling curves obtained for the PS/LC and
P4VP/LC blends. Interestingly, the DSC plots did not show
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Process parameters for electrospinning of PS/5CB and P4VP/5CB.
Electrospinning parameters

Polymer/LC blend
ratio (sample code)

Solution concentration
(wt%)

Voltage (kV)

Tip to collector
distance (cm)

Flow rate
(ml h−1 )

20
20

20
20

1
1

20
20

20
20

1
1

PS/5CB blend (solvent: DMF)
90/10 (S9LC1)
10
80/20 (S8LC2)
10
P4VP/5CB blend (solvent: DCM/DMF: 70/30)
90/10 (4VP9LC1)
14
80/20 (4VP8LC2)
20

S9LC1 (Avg.dia: 1.4±0.08 μm)

S8LC2 (Avg.dia: 1.4±0.02 μm)

20
18

8

16

7

14

Counts

Counts

6
5
4
3
2

12
10
8
6
4

1
0
1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

10μm

10 μm

2
0

Diameter

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

Diameter

4VP9LC1 (Avg.dia: 400nm)

4VP8LC2 (Avg.dia: 380nm)

10
10

8

Counts

Counts

8

6

4

4

2

2

0
0.28

6

1μm
0.30

0.32

0.34

0.36

0.38

0.40

0.42

0.44

0.46

0.48

Diameter

0
0.28

1μm
0.30

0.32

0.34
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0.38

0.40
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Figure 2. SEM images of electrospun fibres obtained from PS/LC and P4VP/LC blend. Inset shows
the diameter distribution of the fibres.

any thermal transition within the temperature range in which
5CB LC typically shows the phase transitions. Hence, it was
likely that the phase transitions of LC were suppressed in
its blend with PS and P4VP. Furthermore, the PLOM experiments also did not reveal any birefringent regions in the fibres
corresponding to the LC phase. The suppression of phase transition could only occur if the domain size formed by the LC
phase was much smaller than that is required. Hence, it was
important to ascertain the miscibility between the polymer
and LC, which could reveal the expected domain formation
of the LC phase. The miscibility between the LC and polymers
was theoretically investigated by considering their respective solubility parameter values. The solubility parameters of
5CB, PS and P4VP were found to be 21.0 [34], 22.5 [35]
and 22.08 MPa1/2 [36], respectively. Since the solubility

parameter values of all the three components were very
close to each other, hence, it could be postulated that LC
may be miscible with PS and P4VP. Furthermore, since
the solubility parameter values of LC and P4VP were
closer, the miscibility was expected to be higher in the
LC/P4VP mixtures. It must be noted that the comparison
of combined Hansen solubility parameter for miscibility
has certain limitations and it is also important to consider
the individual contributions for dispersive (Van der Waals),
polar and hydrogen bonding components. However, in the
absence of these values for the 5CB LC, this was not possible as of now. Nevertheless, the morphology obtained
for the blend nanofibres from SEM, further supported the
miscibility information revealed from solubility parameter
values.
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Figure 3. DSC heating and cooling plots of PS/LC and P4VP/LC blended electrospun fibres.

Figure 4 shows the surface morphology of PS/LC and
P4VP/LC blend nanofibres after selectively washing LC with
ethanol. The SEM images show that in case of PS/LC blends,
holes of few tens of nanometre size, formed after etching LC.
This showed that in case of PC/LC blends, the miscibility
may not be very pronounced and limited phase separation
did occur. However, the nanometre size of the LC domains
restricted the ordering of the LC molecules. However, in
the case of P4VP/LC blend nanofibres, similar holes were
not visible, which indicated a more homogeneous mixing
of the blend components. This was in accordance with the
miscibility predicted using solubility parameter values of the
respective components.
3.3 Morphology and phase transition in PVP/5CB
electrospun blend nanofibres
Miscibility of LC with PS and P4VP restricted the nematic and
crystalline ordering in the LC phase. Next, PVP was chosen

as the polymer support for the LC in electrospun nanofibres.
PVP has a solubility parameter of 24.3 MPa1/2 [37], which is
not very close to that of LC and, hence, it was expected that
the LC and PVP will macrophase separate in their mixture.

3.3a Electrospinning: PVP/LC mixtures were prepared in
which LC composition was varied from 20 to 80 wt%. Table 2
shows the solution and electrospinning parameters used to
obtain relatively beadfree nanofibres. The surface morphology of the nanofibres ascertained using SEM are shown in
figure 5. The figure shows that in nanofibres blend containing LC up to 70 wt%, relatively uniform nanofibres could be
obtained. However, further increase in the LC composition led
to a solution, which was not electrospinnable to produce fibres
because of very small fraction of the polymer. Furthermore,
when the LC fraction was more than 40 wt%, the nanofibres were found to have thicker and thinner sections, which
was due to the phase separation of LC from PVP. Hence,
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Figure 4. SEM images of PS/LC and P4VP/LC electrospun blend nanofibres. The fibres were washed with cyclohexane
to selectively etch out the 5CB LC.
Table 2.

Process parameters for electrospinning of PVP/5CB blend.
Electrospinning parameters

Polymer/LC
blend ratio
PVP/5CB blend
90/20 (VP8LC2)
70/30 (VP7LC3)
60/40 (VP6LC4)
40/60 (VP4LC6)
30/70 (VP3LC7)
20/80 (VP2LC8)

Solution concentration (wt%)
(solvent: ethanol/water)

Voltage (kV)

Tip to collecto
distance (cm)

Flow rate
(ml h−1 )

12
12
12
12
12
12

20
20
20
20
20
20

20
20
20
20
20
20

1
1
1
1
1
1

the thicker section corresponded to patches of phase separated LC in the fibres. Figure 6 shows the morphology of
LC domains in VP6LC4 fibres after selective etching of LC
with ethanol. It could be observed from the SEM image that
the LC domains were few hundred nanometres in size. The
elongated shape of the domains was due to the extensional
stress during electrospinning. The phase separated morphologies was further corroborated by the PLOM images shown
in figure 5. The PLOM images show birefringent regions in
the nanofibres corresponding to the nematic ordering of LC
present. At lower fraction of LC in the blends, the corresponding domains were much smaller as could be ascertained from
the birefringent pattern distribution. However, the LC domain
size is increased as the LC fraction increased in the blend.
Hence, the thicker regions in the nanofibres corresponded
with the macrophase separated LC regions. This could also
be observed from the PLOM images, where bigger isolated
birefrigent regions could be observed along the fibre axis.

3.3b Phase transition of LC in electrospun fibres obtained
from PVP/LC blend: DSC plots of the PVP/LC blends
obtained in heating, cooling and re-heating cycle is shown
in figure 7. From the DSC plots, it could be observed that up
to 30 wt% of LC in the blends, the thermal transitions were
highly suppressed. However, at further higher content of LC,
the different thermal transitions could be observed. This is
in accordance with the morphology observed using PLOM
results as discussed above. The LC domain size was significantly smaller when its content in the blend was low, which
restricted the nematic as well as crystalline ordering of the LC
molecules. However, at higher content, the LC domains were
large enough for the molecules to form nematic and crystalline phases of critical size. Here, it was interesting to note
that even though for PVP/LC blends containing up to 30 wt%
blend nanofibres, birefringent regions were observed. However, in the DSC heating and cooling plot, no endothermic or
exothermic phase transition was observed. This is something
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Figure 5. SEM and PLOM images of electrospun fibres from PVP/LC blend with different ratios.

Figure 6. SEM image of LC domains in VP6LC4 blend fibre after
selectively washing out of LC with ethanol.

which is not very clear to us and plausibly may be due to
the sensitivity of the DSC instrument. It also must be noted
here that even though in the case of PS/LC and P4VP/LC
also, DSC plot did not show any thermal transition, however,
absence of nematic ordering was corroborated by the fact that
no birefringent regions corresponding to the LC phase, were
observed in their corresponding PLOM images.
During the cooling cycle, the isotropic to nematic transition was observed almost at the same temperature and,
hence, was not affected by the blending as well as electrospinning process. However, the nematic to crystalline transition
was found to be significantly affected. As can be observed
from figure 7, the N–C transition occurred at a relatively
higher temperature in the blends as compared to that in

the neat 5CB LC. Furthermore, the crystallization process
plausibly was fractionated as could be ascertained from the
multiple exothermic peaks during the N–C transition in the
nanofibres blend with LC content >40 wt%. The faster crystallization process in the nanofibres blend could be due to
the confinement to the LC molecules within the oriented
domains of 5CB as well as the surface nucleation induced
by the PVP/LC interface. It also must be noted that the heat
of crystallization was much higher in the blends as could
be observed from the more intense and broad exothermic
peaks. This further, strongly indicated that the crystallization of LC was enhanced in the PVP/LC blend nanofibres.
This further resulted in the disappearance of the cold crystallization peak of LC in the nanofibres blend during the
second heating cycle. During the heating cycle, the C–N
transition in the nanofibres blend also occurred in multiple
steps similar to that in the neat LC. However, most of the
melting occurred in the endotherm appearing at the highest
temperature, whereas those at the lower temperature were
comparatively suppressed. The reason for this is not very clear
to us, however, it is likely that a more stable crystalline phase
formed in the PVP/LC blend nanofibres. However, the N–
I transition was found to remain unaffected in the PVP/LC
blend nanofibres.
3.4 Morphology and phase transition in PVP/5CB
core–shell electrospun nanofibres
Further, the phase transition of 5CB was examined in core–
shell electrospun nanofibres, where PVP formed the shell,
whereas 5CB was present as the core material.
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Figure 7. DSC heating and cooling plots of PVP/LC blended electrospun fibre.

Figure 8. PLOM images of fibre morphology of PVP–LC core–shell electrospun fibre (FRin : core flow rate). The top row images were
obtained without crossed polarizer whereas the bottom row images were obtained with crossed polarizer.
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Figure 9. SEM and TEM images of fibre morphology of PVP–LC core–shell electrospun fibre. (a) SEM images of
cross-section of core–shell fibre (after etching with cyclohexane), (b) TEM image of longitudinal view of core–shell
fibre and (c) TEM image of cross-sectional view of core–shell fibre.

Figure 10. DSC heating and cooling plots of PVP–LC core–shell electrospun fibre.

3.4a Electrospinning: The core–shell electrospun nanofibres were prepared by coaxial electrospinning. The concentration of PVP shell solution was kept constant at 24%, where
as the neat 5CB LC was used as such as the core fluid. The
flow rate of the core fluid was varied from 0.5 to 2.0 ml h−1
to form nanofibres with different core diameters. Figure 8

shows the optical microscope images of the fabricated core–
shell nanofibres. It could be observed that at higher flow rates,
the nanofibres were more beaded and less uniform. The figure
also shows the corresponding PLOM images, which revealed
that the LC core plausibly was not uniform. The core–shell
morphology of the nanofibres were further ascertained using
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SEM and TEM analyses. Figure 9 shows the TEM images
of the nanofibres in longitudinal and cross-sectional view.
The core and the shell could be clearly observed in the TEM
images. Furthermore, the ultramicrotomed specimens of the
nanofibres were washed with cyclohexane to etch out LC and
subsequently, the samples were observed by SEM. The SEM
image unambiguously shows the empty core of the core–shell
nanofibres.
3.4b Phase transition behaviour of LC in core–shell electrospun fibre: Figure 10 shows the DSC heating, cooling
and re-heating curves of PVP/LC core–shell nanofibres. The
nature of the thermal transitions was very similar to that
observed in the PVP/LC blend nanofibres. During the cooling
cycle, the I–N transition was found to be almost same as in the
case of neat 5CB LC. However, the N–C transition was significantly affected. The exothermic peak corresponding to N–C
transition shifted to higher temperatures as well as became
sharper as the flow rate of the LC solution increased till
1.5 ml h−1 . However, at further higher flow rates, the exothermic peak shifted back to lower temperature. This suggested
that the inherent orientation of the nanofibres as well as oriented PVP surface induces the N–C transition. At much higher
shell thickness, corresponding to the highest flow rate, the
effect diminishes and bulk behaviour of LC started to influence this phase transition. During the re-heating scan, the
cold crystallization was not observed in the coaxial fibres
and, hence, the behaviour was similar to that observed for the
blend nanofibres. Furthermore, the crystalline state of LC was
found to be stable in the core–shell fibre as could be ascertained from the shifting of the C–N transition process mostly
to the highest temperature.
In the cooling cycle, we observe shifting of N → C1 point
towards higher temperature up to a certain flow rate; afterwards, again it starts to shift towards lower temperature. As
the PLOM image shows, the core has sporadic nature, which
gives a volume constrain to LC molecules present in the core.
As the core is not continuous, and it breaks into the more
or less spherical-shaped droplets, which has a higher surface
area and hence, increases the interaction with PVP sheath.
Owing to such enhanced interaction in between PVP sheath
and LC core, the transition temperature is shifted towards
higher temperature. With the increase in core flow rate, the
shape of the LC droplets in core start to change from spherical to elongated shape [28], and due to this, the surface area
started to decrease, which ultimately results in decrease in the
interaction between core and sheath. So the N → C transition
again starts to shift towards lower temperature.

4. Conclusions
The morphology and phase transition of LC incorporated electrospun nanofibres were investigated in the present study. The
5CB LC was incorporated either as a dispersed phase or as
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a core material in the electrospun nanofibres. It was found
that the miscibility of the LC with the polymer significantly
influenced the electrospinnability as well as phase transition.
Hence, the PS and P4VP mixed with LC could not be electrospun at LC content >20 wt% in the blend. Furthermore,
the phase transitions of LC were completely suppressed in the
nanofibres prepared from blends with <20 wt% of LC. This
was due to the miscible nature of PS/5CB and P4VP/5CB
blends, where the 5CB further act as a plasticizer. However,
the PVP/LC blends were found to be immiscible and, hence,
nanofibres could be electrospun even with higher content of
LC. The phase transition of PVP/LC blend nanofibres was
found to depend on the content of LC present. Hence, at
very low content of LC, even though the nematic phase was
observed with PLOM, phase transitions were not observed in
the DSC study. However, at higher LC content, the phase transitions of LC were clearly observed. Interestingly, the nematic
to crystalline transition as found to be accelerated in the blend
nanofibres plausibly due to the orientation provided by the
fibre structure as well as the interaction of LC with PVP at
the interface. The PVP/LC system was also successfully electrospun using coaxial electrospinning, where PVP constituted
the shell and 5CB LC was core material. The phase transition
was found to be similar to that observed in the PVP/LC blend
nanofibres.
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